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Abs tr ac t: In this  paper, we cons truct a time series  of monthly inflation uncertainty in Iran from 1990

to 2008 us ing EGARCH model and inves tigate t h e  lin k b e tween inflation and inflation uncertainty

us ing Granger c ausality tes t. The results  indicate that inflation leads  to higher inflation uncertainty in

Iran but reverse relationship does  not s ignificant. 
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INTRODUCTION

Unanticipated inflation makes  future prices  unknown, and therefore causes  both intertemporal and

intratemporal inefficient a llocation of economic resources . As  inflation becomes  highly unpredictable,

inves tment and growth s lows  down. Friedman (1977) analyzed the causal effect of inflation on inflation

uncertainty while s u b s e quent theoretical research looked also at oppos ite direction of causality, running from

inflation uncertainty to the rate  o f in fla t io n . An extens ive body of both empirical and theoretical literature

focuses  on the relationship between the rate of inflation and in flation uncertainty. Theoretical s tudies  by

Cukierman and M e lt ze r (1986), Cukierman (1992) and Ball (1992) address  the issue of the direction of

causality between inflation and inflation uncertainty. Ball claims that higher inflation creates  greater inflation

uncertainty, while according to Cukierman and Meltzer inflation uncertainty leads  to higher average inflation

due to opportunis tic ce ntral bank behavior. Recent empirical work focuses  specifically on the direction of

cau s a lit y  between inflation and inflation uncertainty. Fountas  (2001), us ing a long series  of UK inflation data,

has  provided s trong evidence in favour of the hy pothes is  that inflationary periods  are associated with high

inflation uncertainty. In addition, Thornton (2008) research with long perio d  d ata of Argentina supported

Friedman & ball hypothes is  that high inflation is  associated with mo re  u n certainty. In contras t, Hwang (2001)

found no evidence that high inflation led to high a high variance of inflation us in g  a  lo n g  s e ries  of monthly

US in fla t io n  data. But in Entezarkheir (2006) both hypothes is  are accept in Iran. According to Entezarkheir

(2006), this  different result related to different economic conditions  in Iran. Iranian economy  e xp e rienced high

inflation rate for a long period but mos t of the inves tigated countries  in the literature did not experie n c e  s uch

high inflation rate.

In this  paper, following the methodo logy used in Grier & Perry (1998), we use GARCH variance time

series  as  a proxy of inflation uncertainty in Iran. Then we inves tigate the qu ality of relationship between

inflation and inflation uncertainty us ing Granger Causality tes ts .

Data:

In this  research, we used monthly Iran's  CPI from 1990 to  2008. A s  it  s h own in figure (1), CPI increased

intens ively in these years  from 6.7 to 162.9 with Cons tant price of 2004. 

W e used the rate of CPI time series  (                       ) as  an inflation measure. The average of (dc) is

about 1.48. According to the IMF report, Iran has  fifth high inflation rate in the world at 2007. It represents

the importance of inflation role in Iranian's  economy.

               

Empirical Model

Garch Model for Inflation Uncertainty in Iran:

The firs t s tep in time varying volatility modeling is  to specify a sufficient equation fo r t h e  conditional

mean of the series  under inves tigation. Given t h e  a b s e n c e of a commonly accepted s tructural model for
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inflation, a u t o re g ress ive specifications  are popular in the empirical literature and employed by Grier and Perry

(1998). Us ing s tandard Bo x-Jenkins  techniques , we find that (eq.1) is  the bes t fitting time series  model for Iran

inflation over the full sample period. Allowing for maximum lag-length of one year (12 month) is  usual

practice in time series  s tudies  of inflation in an effo rt  t o  mo d e l the pers is tence of the data (Bollers lev, 1986).

  (1)

W e add a GARCH (1, 1) mo del of conditional variance of inflation to time series  of the conditional mean of

inflation. 

  (2)

      is  conditional Variance of inflation that indicates  inflation uncertainty. But according to Joyce  (1995) and

Kontonikas  (2004) the GARCH model that applied to inflation Uncerta in t y  s h o u ld be asymmetric. Good news

on inflation results  in smaller increase in inflation uncertainty than bad news . Because of that, we use

EGARCH model. Conditional Variance of this  model shown in (eq.3):

  (3)

In this  equation ã indicates  the effect of good news  or b a d  n e ws  to inflation uncertainty. Running this  model

with eviews  5.1 software shows that ã is  s ignificant that means  the importance of asymmetry. 

GA RCH v a ria n c e  time series  that es timated in table (3) can be use as  a proxy of inflation uncertainty. In

figure (3) Iran's  inflation uncertainty from 1991 to 2008 represented. 

Source: Central Bank of Is lamic republic of Iran, (2008) 

Fig. 1: Iran's  monthly CPI from 1991 to 2008

Fig. 2: Monthly Rate of inflation in Iran (1991-2008)
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Fig. 3: Inflation Uncertainty in Iran (1991-2008)

Table 1: Summary statistics for consumer price inflation, 1990 – 2008

Mean 0.0148

Maximum 0.0745

Minimum -0.0206

Standard deviation 0.0140

Kurtosis 3.3526

Skewness 1.2389

T he ADF test confirms the stationary of inflation time series in Iran from 1990 to 2008.

Table 2: Unit root test result for inflation, 1990-2008

Augmented Dickey Fuller -7.407 Significant at 99% level

Phillips and Perron -9.379 Significant at 99% level

Table 3:  EGARCH model for inflation in Iran

Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.

C 0.643829 0.104166 6.180774 0.0000

DC(-1) 0.237442 0.069819 3.400843 0.0007

DC(-11) 0.016935 0.047553 0.356140 0.7217

DC(-12) 0.294409 0.041262 7.135187 0.0000

Variance Equation

C -0.219558 0.098179 -2.236295 0.0253

�RES�/SQR[GARCH](1) 0.227551 0.114762 1.982804 0.0474

RES/SQR[GARCH](1) 0.477232 0.085862 5.558112 0.0000

EGARCH(1) 0.767890 0.057276 13.40694 0.0000

Table 4: Granger Causality test for inflation and inflation uncertainty in Iran

Lags: 2

Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability

INFUNCER does not Granger Cause INFLAT 201 1.27190 0.28260

INFLAT ION does not Granger Cause INFUNCER 218.228 0.00000

Lags: 4

Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability

INFUNCER does not Granger Cause INFLAT 199 1.31717 0.26506

INFLAT ION does not Granger Cause INFUNCER 105.938 0.00000

Lags: 6

Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability

INFUNCER does not Granger Cause INFLAT 197 1.39457 0.21891

INFLAT ION does not Granger Cause INFUNCER 74.1534 0.00000

Lags: 12

Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability

INFUNCER does not Granger Cause INFLAT 191 1.58573 0.10001

INFLAT ION does not Granger Cause INFUNCER 37.1300 0.00000

Table 5: Effect of inflation on inflation uncertainty

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob

C -0.153189 0.117920 -1.299090 0.1954

INFLAT ION(-1) 1.019263 0.057436 17.74596 0.0000

Granger Causality of Inflation and Inflation Uncertainty in Iran:

Now with the GARCH time series  as  proxy of inflation uncertainty, we can use Gra n g e r Ca usality tes t

for Iran inflation and inflation Uncertainty.
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The results  of Granger Causality tes t for Iran inflation and inflation uncertainty reported in Table2. It

shows that over the full sample period, the null hypothes is  that inflation does  not Granger causality of inflation

uncertainty rejected at the 1 % level us ing 2, 4, 6 or 12 lags . The null hypotheses  that Inflation uncertainty

does  not Granger cause inflation" isn't reject.

This  leas t square equation indicates  that inflation has  pos itive and s ignificant effect on inflation uncertainty.

It means  that inflation increas ing leads  inflation uncertainty ris ing. 

Conclusion:

The paper cons iders  causality between inflation and inflation uncertainty in Iran. CPI monthly growth from

1990 to 2008 used as  inflation measure. Conditional variance calculated based on GA RCH mo del. The

evidence shows that, in Iran, the effect on infla t io n  u n certainty of pos itive shocks  to inflation is  greater than

that of negative shocks  to inflation thus  we use EGARCH model. The application of Granger c a u s a lity tes t

proves  that inflation does  Granger cause to inflation uncertainty but vice versa does  not p ro v e . W e also find

that this  relationship is  pos itive that means  increased inflation raises  inflation uncertainty. 
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